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Abstract. Literature in business process research has recognized that process
execution adjusts dynamically to the environment, both intentionally and unin-
tentionally. This dynamic change of frequently followed actions is called process
drift. Existing process drift approaches focus to a great extent on drift point detec-
tion, i.e., on points in time when a process execution changes significantly. What
is largely neglected by process drift approaches is the identification of temporal
dynamics of different clusters of process execution, how they interrelate, and how
they change in dominance over time. In this paper, we introduce process evolu-
tion analysis (PEA) as a technique that aims to support the exploration of process
cluster interrelations over time. This approach builds on and synthesizes existing
approaches from the process drift, trace clustering, and process visualization lit-
erature. Based on the process evolution analysis, we visualize the interrelation of
trace clusters over time for descriptive and prescriptive purposes.

Keywords: Process drift · Process change · Process evolution · Process trace
clustering

1 Introduction

Business process management (BPM) has long researched business processes through a
prescriptive lens. This perspective emphasizes the static nature of processes, their design,
and their execution. The descriptive perspective, on the other hand, acknowledges the
dynamic nature of processes and their intentional and unintentional adjustment over time
due to changes in the environment, technological capabilities, seasonal differences, and
other factors [1, 2]. Similarly, literature in routine research has increasingly recognized
the dynamic change of routine executions over time [3, 4].

To address this dynamism, recent research aims to identify changes in processes
over time. Most prominently, process drift uses event logs to detect points in time when
changes take place [1, 5]. While process drift offers insights into when changes in the
process happen, it does not provide information on how different executions of the
same process interrelate with each other, in particular, when and how similar process
executions occur and dominate. Thus, the meaningful interpretation of process evolu-
tion over time, i.e., the changes in the process execution over time, remains a research
challenge. Evolution is defined as a recurring variation, selection, and retention among
entities of a designated population [6]. We build on this concept by declaring all traces
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generated during the execution of a process as the designated population, while the
variation, selection, and retention (i.e. the appearance, disappearance, and change) hap-
pens among sub-groups of these traces. This is due to scarce environmental resources
[6] which correspond to the organizational resources available for the execution of the
process.

In order to advance our understanding of business process evolution, this research
aims to answer the following research question: How can temporal dynamics of differ-
ent process executions be analyzed? To approach this question, we propose a process
evolution analysis (PEA) method that uses process execution clustering and time-series
line plots to study the evolution of the process execution clusters over time. PEA thereby
aims to show insights on how clusters of process executions are interrelated overtime on
a process evolution graph.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section two discusses the main concepts. Section
three describes our research method. Section four presents the results of applying PEA.
Section five concludes with a discussion of the results, limitations of the approach, and
future research directions.

2 Background

In this section, we describe the main concepts used in this paper. First, we describe
and emphasize the difference in our approach to process drift. Next, we outline the
process mining method to find trace clustering. It is used to reduce the complexity of
processmining problems by grouping the process instances based on their similarity, i.e.,
trace fitness, execution time, etc. Lastly, we summarize the state of the art of different
visualization techniques that influenced our technique.

2.1 Process Drift

Process drift refers to a change in processes executions and is known as a key challenge
in process mining [7]. Process drift is extensively studied in the process mining literature
[1, 5, 8, 9] with a focus on drift points, drift types [1, 8], and drift visualizations [5, 9].
Seeliger et al. [10] define process drift as a significant behavioral change during the
execution of a process that has occurred over time. A drift in a process, according to
their definition, occurs when almost all traces are influenced by that drift [10]. Similarly,
Maaradji et al. [1] focus on the detection of process drifts by identifying statistically
significant differences between the observed process behavior of different intervals in
time. Yeshchenko et al. [5] focus on the detection of separate behavioral drifts within a
process that are simultaneously present in the event log.

Most existing process drift research interprets process change as a change of the
underlying control flow (implicit process model change). However, changes in the pro-
cess can also be viewed through various process performancemeasures that are important
for the analysis of the process executions [11]. These measures show how the process
characteristics (such as cycle time, cost per instance, etc.) change over time. Existing
process drift approaches thereby focus on the discovery of behavioral change within
the event log, ignoring the impact on process measures. That creates a process overview
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where the analyst might be incapable of inferringwhat change in the process is important
enough tomanage.Ourmethod allows for tracking the processKPIswith correspondence
to the change.

2.2 Trace Clustering

Trace clustering techniques aim to reduce the complexity of process mining problems
[12–15]. These techniques simplify an event log by creating groups of traces based on
some trace similarity metric. The clustering procedure ensures that the clusters have
minimal in-cluster distance between traces based on that metric. The metrics used in
trace clustering range from the structural similarity between traces (i.e., based on fitness
[12]) and performance-related, such as the cost per instance and the cycle time [15].

One use case of trace clustering algorithms is to simplify the problem of process
discovery on sparse event logs to provide more accurate and comprehensive results [12].
Process mining literature emphasizes the use of trace clustering for the discovery of
models which are based on the clusters. Instead, our approach directly explores the
interrelations of different clusters using visualization techniques.

2.3 Visualization of Change

Process mining research focuses on discovering precise process models rather than
exploring the change in processes. On the other hand, the visualization field is rich with
approaches to analyze such data [16]. The canonical example of visualizing change is
line plotting, where the x-axis corresponds to a time, and the y-axis displays the selected
measure. More recently, developments on these types of graphs are visualization of
opinion change in social media [17–22]. These approaches are built upon the plots that
emphasize the change of variables with time and include line plots [18, 20, 21], theme
river [19, 21], and Sankey diagram [17–20] representations. Our approach is influenced
by the ideas from the field to represents the change of several time-series.

3 Process Evolution Analysis Technique

Figure 1 shows an overview of our proposed process evolution analysis (PEA) technique,
which visualizes the change of the process execution behavior over time. PEA takes an
event log as input and produces a time series line chart as output. PEA has three steps to
generate the required visualization. The first step is using trace clustering to partitioning
the log, then compute some process metric over the clusters (e.g., the number of cases
for each cluster). Finally, PEA visualizes the clusters and their process metric values to
show the process evolved.

Trace clustering – an event log is clustered into several clusters in order to find
distinct regions in the process behavior. There are different techniques used to cluster
an event log [14]. A simple cluster technique is partitioning the log based on time
window interval. For instance, cases that occurred in the first quarter of the year are in
the same cluster. Although, cases that occurred in the last quarter are in another cluster.
One established clustering technique is based on trace similarity to achieve high fitness
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach

between the cases within the same cluster [12, 13]. Another technique to cluster the log
is using the cycle time to distribute the cases over the clusters [15]. Thus, all the cases
that have a long cycle time are in the same cluster, while cases with a short cycle time
are in another cluster.

Process evolution graphs – We use the time-series line plot [18, 20, 21] and theme
river [19, 22] visualization in order to analyze the change in the behavior between the
different clusters. The graph shows the change of a process metric over time for each
trace cluster. Different process execution characteristics can be measured; for instance,
the number of executed cases per day, the average cycle time of cases per month, or the
average resource workload per day.

By combining trace clustering with the computation of process metrics and visual-
izing the result on a time-series plot, behavioral changes in the process execution can be
made visible.

4 Findings

Experiment setup – We conduct two experiments on two datasets and visualize process
evolution using different trace clustering techniques. The first experiment uses the log
from the help desk of an Italian software company1. The traces are clustered based on
the cycle time per trace with the python script, made available on GitHub2. The clusters
are used to visualize process evolution using a theme-rivers chart. Each generated cluster
represents a different cycle time behavior. The second experiment uses the traffic logs
from BPIC3. We applied a trace clustering based on trace fitness using ActiTrace ProM
plugin [12] with the following settings: target ICS fitness 0.9, the maximal number
of clusters is 6, and add the remaining traces to other clusters. Each generated cluster
represents a different process behavior. Moreover, we visualize process evolution using
a time-series line chart.

For the first experiment, Fig. 2 shows the number of cases for each cluster over 50
months. The x-axis depicts the months within this timespan, while the y-axis represents
the number of active cases. As has been described before, the traces were clustered
according to the cycle time of each case. The 25% of cases with the slowest cycle time

1 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:0c60edf1-6f83-4e75-9367-4c63b3e9d5bb.
2 https://github.com/yesanton/Visualizing-Business-Process-Evolution.
3 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:270fd440-1057-4fb9-89a9-b699b47990f5.

https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:0c60edf1-6f83-4e75-9367-4c63b3e9d5bb
https://github.com/yesanton/Visualizing-Business-Process-Evolution
https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:270fd440-1057-4fb9-89a9-b699b47990f5
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Fig. 2. Number of cases for each cluster over time for help desk event log

are in Cluster 1. Cluster 2 and 3 follow to cluster 1 in steps of 25%. Cluster 4 contains
25% of cases, which were the fastest.

The graph can be analyzed in several ways. First, the cluster containing the most
active cases at a certain point in time can be identified. For instance, cluster 1 (25%
slowest cases in the process) contains the most active cases in the first five months. In
the sixth month, however, cluster 2 is dominating the other clusters, until most cases can
be found in cluster 1 from month 15 to 26. Second, the discrepancy in case distributions
between the different clusters can be observed. One example is the timespan from the
7th to 20th month, in which there is a substantial discrepancy of active cases for the
clusters (i.e., the number of cases in each cluster differ considerably) compared to the
timespan between the 24th and 28th month (i.e., the clusters contain a similar amount of
cases). Third, it can be seen whether the number of cases for the clusters correlates over
time. For instance, all clusters in the timespan between the 33rd and 36th month decrease
similarly in number. However, between the 27th and 32nd month, cluster 3 and cluster
4 negatively correlate. Fourth, quick changes in a cluster can be spotted. For instance,
cluster 2 is more than doubled its active cases within a quarter of a year from month 7
onwards.

For the second experiment, Fig. 3 shows the number of cases for each cluster over
56 months. Differently to the previous experiment, the clusters were not generated by
grouping traces with similar cycle time but based on their trace fitness (ICS-fitness).
Six clusters were generated. It can be seen that cluster 1 dominated all other clusters
in terms of active cases until month 41. From this point in time, the cluster does not
contain enough active cases to be visible on the graphical representation. Until the 41st

month, cluster 1 also seems to correlate with cluster 2, while the magnitude of changes
for cluster 1 is much bigger. Sudden changes are also visible. In month and 28, cluster
1 increases substantially in the number of active cases within one month by the factor 3
to 4. Clusters 3, 4, 5, and 6 are having fewer cases than 250 for most of the time; thus,
they are not paying a significant role during the execution of the process.

Cluster 3 is dominating clusters 4, 5, and 6 in the period between the 1st to 7th and
53rd to 55th. Aside from that period, no clear dominance can be found within these four
clusters. Cluster 5 seems to be inactive for most of the time.
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Fig. 3. Number of cases for each cluster overtime for traffic fines event log

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we described the process evolution analysis (PEA) method, which visual-
izes different clusters of process executions and their interrelation over time. PEA builds
on the concepts of trace clustering, process drift, and process visualization.

PEA has several practical and theoretical implications. From a practical viewpoint,
PEA can be used as a technique to analyze process executions and to identify undesired
behaviors that emerge. For instance, if the clusters are generated by categorizing cases
based on their cycling time, a rise of cases with a long cycling time can be identified, and
take the required actions. Thereby, PEA can be used for real-time analysis of process
execution to intervene directly, or as a retrospect, analysis to identify recurring patterns of
undesired process behaviors. The same applies to clusters, whichwere generated by their
trace fitness. The underlying processmodels from these clusters can be generated through
process discovery (e.g., by the use of a process mining tool) and thereby unwanted
process executions discovered. The evolution of these clusters can again bemade explicit
through PEA.

From a theoretical point, this is a first step towards synthesizing research on trace
clustering, process drift, and process visualization into one technique. By doing so, we
enabled the identification and analysis of changes within the different clusters of traces
over time. While process drift focuses mainly on points in time in which the general
process behavior changes [10], PEA shows how these underlying behavioral changes
interrelate over time. It also extends existing research on process clustering, which has
mainly focused on discovering the underlying processmodels of these clusters for further
analysis.

We recommend conducting future research in the following directions. First, alterna-
tive forms of visualization could be investigated. One such promising visualization is the
stacked graphs, which is designed to facilitate the identification of patterns, trends, and
unexpected occurrences [23]. Future research should investigate which forms of visu-
alization for PEA are useful, taking into consideration different application scenarios.
Second, different information besides the number of active cases within a cluster could
be plotted on the graph. For instance, the y-axis could depict the average cycle time for
active cases, which start at a specific time. Third, other forms of clustering the traces
could be explored. In this paper, we clustered the traces according to their trace fitness
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and the cycle time of the cases. One alternative could be to cluster the traces according
to the costs or revenue of the cases to investigate the evolution of these clusters.
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